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Introduction

Abstract
Time-resolved magnetoluminescence investigations
of specially doped AlGaAs/GaAs heterostructures allow
the study of the electronic properties of two-dimensional
electrons. The interactions of the two-dimensional electrons lead in high magnetic fields to the fractional quantum Hall effect. By analyzing the mean energy of the
recombination line observed in the luminescence spectrum, the electronic properties of the fractional quantized
states can be deduced. For negligible interaction between the charged acceptors and the interacting electron
system, the derivative of the mean energy versus filling
factor allows to obtain the jump of the chemical potential
in crossing a fractional filling factor. From these jumps,
the gaps in the excitation spectrum are deduced for different fractional filling factors and the hierarchy of the
fractional quantum Hall effect is studied.

The electronic properties of a two-dimensional (2D)
electron gas (2DEG) have been a subject of intense research for almost 30 years. Nevertheless, many questions are still open, especially about the electronic structure in high magnetic fields. In a single particle description, the density of states of a 2DEG splits in a magnetic
field into Landau- and spin levels (neglecting possible
valley splittings which are unimportant for simple Fermi
surfaces, like in GaAs).

with B the magnetic field, hwc = heB/m • the cyclotron
energy, g the g-factor, and µ,8 Bohr's magneton. For a
given carrier concentration ns, only a certain number JI
(called filling factor)
JI

= (hn/eB)

(2)

of levels can be filled due to the degeneracy of individual levels given by eB/h. The interest into the physics
of a 2DEG increased drastically after the discovery of
the quantum Hall effect [37, 38), i.e., the observation of
plateaus in the Hall resistance with values Rxy = hliil
around integer filling factors JI = i. Shortly after the
quantum Hall effect, in a similar transport experiment,
plateaus in the Hall resistance were also found around
non-integer filling factors [6, 34)
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= (plq)

(3)

with p and q integers and q odd. Around this fractional
filling factors, no gaps in the single particle density of
states exist, in contrast to the quantum Hall effect with
the cyclotron and spin gaps. Therefore, this observation, called fractional quantum Hall effect (FQHE), was
assumed to originate from interaction effects. Laughlin
[31] explained the occurrence of an excitation gap at
fractional filling factors by the condensation of interacting 2D electrons into an incompressible quantum liquid.
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In transport experiments, where these effects have
been found, only indirect ways are available to deduce
the gaps in the spectrum. In temperature dependent
measurements, the activation energies can be deduced
[3, 7, 18]. But, the results depend strongly on the disorder present in the sample and the method is especially
unreliable in the case of small energy gaps, where the
gap energy is comparable with the Landau level width.
The measurements also have to be made over a certain
range in temperature, i.e., at a fixed temperature or at
lowest temperature, the value of the gap cannot be measured. Therefore, the application of other methods was
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necessary.
Several groups [see e.g., 12, 35], are now using
luminescence experiments to study the electronic properties of 2DEG in high magnetic fields. But, in most of
these experiments, the recombination between two-dimensional electrons and free holes is studied, and the
results, especially about the FQHE regime, are very unclear. It was shown [32] that for coplanar electrons and
holes, the photoluminescence spectrum in the FQHE regime does not exhibit anomalies associated with the
FQHE, i.e., the photoluminescence is, in this case, not
sensitive to interaction effects.
Another approach to study the magnetoluminescence
of a 2DEG uses the recombination between the two-dimensional electrons and holes localized at acceptors [5].
These experiments are better suited for the study of the
electronic properties than experiments studying the recombination of free holes. An acceptor and a hole form
a small neutral complex, which does not perturb the local structure of a collective electronic state. Such experiments can be performed in a well-defined way due to
the development in modem growth techniques. An important parameter here is the distance between the electrons and the holes located at the acceptors, as was
shown in the theoretical work by Apal'cov and Rashba
[1, 2]. Nowadays, due to the development of the o-doping technique, acceptors can be placed at fixed distances
to the 2DEG and with known concentrations [19, 33).
During recent years, time-resolved luminescence investigations have especially proven to be a sensitive tool
to study the two-dimensional electronic systems in high
magnetic fields. In the regimes of the integer and fractional quantum Hall effect, from such measurements,
one is able to deduce cyclotron energies, spin splittings,
and the gap energies of the FQHE. Such experiments
will be discussed in the following sections with emphasis
on the study of FQHE and the hierarchy of different
states. By analyzing the center-of-mass (first moment)
of the luminescence spectrum, the quasi-particle energy
gaps of the FQHE can be deduced from the observed
discontinuities in the chemical potential. The hierarchy
of the FQHE states has also been investigated (28]. For

Figure 1.
Band-structure of the special doped
AixGa 1_xAs/GaAs heterostructures used for the luminescence experiments.
several families of FQHE states, a universal scaling
behavior has been found.
Samples
For our experiments, AixGa 1_xAs/GaAs-heterostructures (with x about 0.3) grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) were used. These heterostructures are the
model system for investigations of the electronic properties of a 2DEG due to the simple band-structure of the
GaAs, due to the good optical properties originating
from the direct bandgap, and due to the high quality material achievable in the MBE growth process. The heterostructures used for our experiments not only have a
2DEG with a carrier concentration between 4 x 1010
cm-2 to 4 x 1011 cm· 2 at the interface between the GaAs
and the AixGa 1_xAs due to the Si-doping in the
AlxGa1-xAs, but they also contain a layer of acceptors
(Be) with densities around 1a9 cm-2 in the GaAs. A
schematic view of the band-structure of these devices is
given in Figure 1. The layer of Be-acceptors has been
incorporated during the MBE growth process by the
o-doping technique (33].
Such samples with a 2DEG and an additional layer
of acceptors were first used in transport experiments to
investigate the transport properties of two-dimensional
electrons scattering mainly from known impurities (19].
When they are located near the 2DEG, the scattering is
strong and the mobility greatly reduced due to the
presence of the acceptors (20]. Therefore, these special
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Figure 2. Typical luminescence spectrum (intensity in
arbitrary units, a.u., versus energy in meV) measured
under continuo\18 illumination (cw) at low temperature
(T = 50 mK) for a heterostructure with an additional
layer of Be-acceptors at a distance of 40 nm from the
interface and with an acceptor concentration of 5 x 10-9
cm-2 ; the carrier concentration, ns = 3.3 x 10 11 cm-2 .
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Figure 3. Luminescence spectrum taken at a magnetic
field of B = 1 T and at a delay time (at = 500 ns) after
the excitation pulse (same sample as in Fig. 2).

-----------------------Figure 2 shows a typical spectrum measured at low
temperatures and zero magnetic field under continuous
illumination for a heterostructure with a layer of Beacceptors at a distance of 40 nm to the interface and
with a concentration of n. = 5 x 1o9cm-2 • Whereas the
main part of the spectrum is dominated by the recombination of electrons in the lowest subband with holes located at the acceptors, some contribution of a bulk signal
(in the spectral region of 1489-1492 meV) is observed
due to the rather large distance between electrons and
acceptors [25]. This bulk signal can be suppressed in
time-resolved luminescence measurements due to its
strong reduction for longer times. The sharp peak
around 1495 meV originates from the recombination of
excited electrons in the second size-quantiz.ed subband
and holes located at the acceptors. This high population
of the second subband originates from the excitation with
the light and also shows the increased electron temperature of the system. The presence of this signal is associated with a rather slow inter-subband relaxation process
and the corresponding signal is visible up 50 ns. Here,
time-resolved luminescence is also of advantage. In addition, pulsed excitation and delayed detection allow for
a cooling of the system and for the observation of energetic structures with a higher accuracy.

----------------------------------doped samples can also be used as model systems to
study disorder and localization properties [23, 24]. Similar samples are used here for the luminescence studies.
The electronic properties of the 2DEG are investigated
in the recombination of the electrons with holes localized
at the acceptors. In contrast to the transport studies,
where the acceptors were placed close to the 2DEG, in
the luminescence studies, the acceptors are placed as far
from the 2DEG as possible to increase the sensitivity to
electron-electron interaction effects, but close enough to
still have enough intensity and accuracy in the measurement. The increase of the distance between 2D electrons and the acceptor monolayer results in an exponential increase of the recombination time and hence in an
exponential reduction of the intensity of the corresponding luminescence signal, so that bulk signals become
more and more dominant. Due to the large distance between the acceptors and the 2DEG, the mobilities of the
electrons are only slightly affected. Therefore, the heterostructures discussed here show electronic mobilities
up to 2 x Hf cm 2/Vs.
In these structures, the luminescence from recombination between the two-dimensional electron gas and
holes bound to the known Be-acceptors were studied in
magnetic fields applied perpendicular to the 2DEG. The
experiments were performed at temperatures to 23 mK,
so the regime of the integer quantum Hall effect as well
as the FQHE could be studied. To achieve a temperature of 23 mK, the samples were mounted in the mixing
chamber of a 3He/ 4He dilution refrigerator. For the
excitation of the system, an Ar+ laser was used, coupling the light with a glass-fiber of 0.5 mm diameter to
the sample. Peak powers up to 10-3 W/cm 2 were used.
The luminescence light collected in the glass-fiber was
detected by a 1 m double monochromator.

Time-Resolved Measurements
As mentioned above, the use of time-resolved luminescence should improve the results of such experiments. For our experiments, pulses with a duration of
20 ns and a repetition frequency of 0.1 MHz were generated by an acousto-optic modulator. For the detection,
a gatedphoton counting system with a time resolution of
about 30 ns was applied.
Figure 3 shows a typical luminescence spectrum of
the same structure as shown in Figure 2 in a time-resolved luminescence experiment (for a delay time of 500
279
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Figure 4. Time dependence of the luminescence intensity measured at " = 1 (B = 4 T) for a structure with a
electron-hole separation (z 1) of50 nm. A recombination
time (t ) of 4600 ns was deduced for this case (i.e., for
0
z = 50 nm). The inset shows the spectral shift of the
1
luminescence line with time.

-----------------ns and in a magnetic field of B = 1 T). The recombination from seven Landau-levels is observed; contributions
from second subband and from bulk GaAs are not seen.
The density of active holes is much lower than the
electron density ns in these experiments due to the small
concentration of acceptors (one to two orders of magnitude smaller). Therefore, the hole recombination rate
t 1 governs the kinetics of the electron-hole lumines0
cence intensity l(t). For a homogeneous distribution of
electrons in the two-dimensional layer, a single time
constant t 0 given mainly by the distance between the
electrons and the holes is expected to be observed in the
temporal evolution of the luminescence intensity l(t).
(4)
Figure 4 gives an example of the measurement of
the integral intensity as a function of time at a magnetic
field corresponding to a filling factor of " = 1. One
sees that the time evolution of the integral luminescence
signal is described by a single exponential dependence
(dashed line in Fig. 4). The recombination time t 0 deduced from such measurements depends on the overlap
between the electronic wavefunction and the neutral
complex formed by the hole bound to the acceptor (with
a spatial extent much smaller than those of the electrons). For the case shown in Figure 4 with a distance
of z 1 = 50 nm, a time t0 = 4600 ns was deduced; for
a sample with z 1 = 30 nm, t0 was found to be 260 ns,

and for z 1 = 40 nm, t0 appeared to be 1200 ns (measured under similar conditions) [29]. The inset in Figure
4 shows that the decrease of the luminescence intensity
with time is accompanied by a spectral shift of the line.
This shift is caused by the change in band bending due
to the charging of the acceptors during the recombination process. The amplitude of the spectral shift can be
used in the simplest approximation as a rough measure
of the concentration of acceptors M ex en,z 1 [29]. The
measurements presented in the following are takenalways at a fixed delay time, i.e., the shifts in line position due to change in band bending are fixed and shifts
in the spectral position of the luminescence line reflect
changes in the electronic pro!)erties of the 2DEG.
Whereas for a homogeneous distribution of electrons
in the plane, only a single exponent is expected in the
time evolution, a spatial structure of the electronic system will influence the time evolution and lead to a nonexponential decay, since the overlap between electrons
and holes not only in growth-direction (z-direction), but
also in the plane are then of importance. At very low
densities or very high magnetic fields, interacting electrons can form a lattice as their collective ground state,
the so-called Wigner lattice. This local structure of the
electronic system can be probed by analyzing the timedependence of the luminescence signal [10, 30]. Whereas for an ideal 2DEG and for very small filling factors
" < 0.2, the collective ground state should be a lattice
and, for larger filling factors, the incompressible liquid
of the FQHE should be the ground state, for a higher
degree of disorder localization should dominate. The
competition between these different effects states is also
observable in such time-resolved experiments [4, 27].
In zinc-blende-type semiconductors such as GaAs,
the top of the valence band is fourfold degenerate, i.e.,
holes have the spin quantum number 3/2. In a strong
magnetic field and at low temperatures, the holes bound
to the acceptors occupy the lowest spin-polarized acceptor level. Due to the angular momentum selection
rules, the most effective electron-dipole radiative transition includes only electrons occupying the lowest spin
level. Therefore, recombination tests also the spin configuration of the electrons. In the following, the main
emphasis is on results for filling factors smaller than "
= 1, where the electrons occupy mainly the lowest spin
level.

Lwninescence in the Regime of the FQHE
Energetical structures are observed in luminescence
experiments either as shifts of the luminescence lines or
splittings of the spectrum [8, 13, 36]. Whereas Landaulevel splittings are nicely observable in our measurements (as seen in Fig. 3) for the recombination with acceptor bound holes, splittings in the regime of the FQHE
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are not seen in such measurements. In order to check
whether any shifts are observable in this regime, one has
to define the spectral position of the luminescence line
as accurate as possible. Therefore, the center-of-mass
E 1 of the luminescence line (normali:zed first moment)
has to be obtained:

= {( JI(E)F.dE) I ( J /(E)dE)}

energy

-1

Figure 6. Sequence of spectra taken for magnetic fields

luminescence line measured at low temperature (T = 50
m.K) for a time delay of At = 500 ns after the excitation
pulse with a peak power of W = io-4 W /cm 2 for a
carrier concentration of n9 = 2.2 x 10 11 cm-2 •

. E1

-2

position of the line with magnetic field has already been
accounted for. So, in these experiments, effects from
the FQHE originating from the electron-electron interaction are observed. Also, the linewidth observed in
Figure 6 is close to the broadening expected from electron-electron interaction (28), i.e., it seems to be not
significantly affected by disorder.
Whereas in the first experiments of this kind [5] the
shifts in the peak position have been taken as direct
measurements of the gaps in the excitation spectrum of
the fractional states, it turned out that one has to apply
a different procedure.
Apal'cov and Rashba (1, 2]
showed that one has to take instead of the shift in peak
position (or mean energy) the jump in the derivative of
the center-of-mass of the recombination line versus filling factor or magnetic field to obtain the jump in the
chemical potential. The jump in the chemical potential
in crossing a fractional filling factor JI = plq is
related to the gap in the excitation spectrum A by the
charge ± qe of the elementary excitations (quasi-particles) (15, 31]:
(6)

(5)

with l(E) the intensity of the luminescence light. One
could also calculate higher moments to obtain the width
(E2) and the coefficient of asymmetry (~). but the
degree of accuracy seem to decrease for the higher moments if the integrations are done numerically. Figure
5 shows the center-of-mass E 1 deduced from timeresolved luminescence measurements of a sa~le with
a carrier concentration of ns = 2.2 x 10 11 cm- and an
acceptor layer of na = 5 x la9 cm-2 at a distance of 40
nm to the interface. The results are presented as a function of magnetic field. Clearly, some dips around integer filling factors are observed on a more or less flat
background up to magnetic fields of B = 4.5 T corresponding to a filling factor of JI = 2. For smaller filling
factors and larger magnetic fields, the energy increases,
since only the lowest Landau level is occupied and this
level increases in energy with magnetic field by half of
the cyclotron energy liwc, leading to an effective increase in band gap. The increase of energy is more or
less linear in the magnetic field with few deviations {at
filling factor of JI = 1 (spin splitting) and at some fractional filling factors, e.g., JI = 2/3 at B = 13.6 T}. To
see the small shifts of the line at high magnetic fields
more clearly, Figure 6 shows the time-resolved spectra
measured for a sequence of magnetic fields around a
filling factor of JI = 2/3, where the linear change of the

oµ

Following this equation, the charge of the elementary excitations could be determined by measuring
and
A in separate experiments. But, here, one is interested
in the determination of the gap A in optica! measurements. From eq. (6), Apal'cov and Rashba obtained for
the discontinuity in the derivative of the center-of-mass
of the recombination line the relation:

oµ

{o(8E1/8J1)}= {(2q/J1)A- C}

(7)

where the second term C on the right side is a correction
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The magnetic field corresponding to a filling factor of JI
= 1/3 is marked in the figure. Clearly, the discontinuity is stronger for the larger distance z1, i.e., the correction due to the finite distance is smaller. In Figure 8,
the apparent gap value deduced from such measurements
for filling factors JI = 1/3 and 2/3 without any correction is plotted versus magnetic field for three different
structures. One can see from this figure that the value
of the measured effect strongly depends on the electronhole spatial separation and it vanishes at different magnetic fields for the different separations. This disappearance of the optical fingerprint of the FQHE at small
magnetic fields is due to the compensation of the electron-electron interaction by the electron-bole interaction,
as mentioned above. For large magnetic fields, the determined values approach the value expected from theory
for the gap originating from electron-electron interaction
under inclusion of a finite channel width (dashed line in
Fig. 8 given by .:l = 0.01tf'lle). It was found that the
coefficient c of the correction term seems to be a factor
of 2 smaller [29] than determined in the extrapolation
procedure by Apal'cov and Rashba [1, 2] for a filling
factor of JI = 1/3. For electron-hole separations of 40
nm and 50 nm, the corrections are smaller than 10 % for
magnetic fields larger than 10 T. So, in these samples,
reasonable values for the excitation gaps of the FQHE
can be determined in the optical experiment'> at high
magnetic fields. We also performed activated transport
measurementsfor our samples (40 nm) to compare the
gap energies deduced from the luminescence data with
transport data and found in general consistent results
(with larger deviations at smaller magnetic fields): e.g.,
JI=
1/3, B = 8.4 T: activation Aaet = 4.1 K, optical

term due to the final state interaction, i.e., the interaction of the charged acceptor (after recombination) with
the interacting electron system. This second term cancels and dominates the first term with the fractional gap
for electrons and acceptors in the same plane. For such
a coplanar arrangement, the interaction between the electrons is much weaker than the interaction between the
electron and the hole (exciton). In contrast, holes placed
at infinity will not disturb the final state of the electrons
and the measured discontinuity will correspond directly
to the jump in the chemical potential of the undisturbed
interacting electron system. For a finite distanced between the electrons and holes bound to acceptors, the
correction term should vanish with the third power of
l/d ford ► le where le is the magnetic length given by
le == J(hleB):
3
C = c<Jc!d)
(8)
To study this correction term and to obtain the excitation gap A, samples with different distances z1 between
the interface and the acceptor layer were used [29]. In
the experiments, the center of mass E 1 of the recombination line is obtained from numerical integrations of the
spectra. In the second numerical treatment, the derivative oof the center of mass E 1 with respect to the magnetic field B is calculated [25]. Since the derivative
versus magnetic field is calculated, eq. (7) bas to be
slightly changed:

~E 1/iJB) = -(2q/B)A + (J1/B)C

1.:.

field

(9)

Figure 7 shows the derivative o of E 1 versus magnetic field for two samples with different distances Z1
(30 nm and 50 nm) measured under similar conditions.
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In the optical experiments, upon increasing temperature, an abrupt thermal collapse is observed for those
energy gaps which are associated with electron-electron
interactions (enhanced spin gap and FQHE) [26]. A
decrease in the gap value with temperature seems to
result in an abrupt disappearance caused by the manyparticle nature of the gap. The critical temperature for
disappearance of the gap is also found to be much lower
than the corresponding gap value [26], but below this
critical temperature, no significant temperature dependence is observed, i.e., optical experiments at a fixed,
reasonable low temperature are able to deliver gap
values for a variety of fractional states (in contrast to
transport measurements).
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40

Figure 10. The discontinuities deduced from the measurements shown in Figure 9 and the derived energy gaps
versus the inverse of the filling factor.

---------------------------

The Study of the Hierarchy of the FQHE

gap from dE 1!dB A.opt= 6.2 K (without corrections); 11
= 2/3, B = 13.5 T: A.act= 6.7 K, A.opt= 9.0 K. Interestingly, the optical values are always larger, which
could originate from the different averaging process
(over disorder, etc.) in the different methods.

Having established the technique for analyzing the
optical fingerprints of the FQHE, it is possible to study
not only the strongest states like 1/3 or 2/3 but the
whole hierarchy of the fractional states.
283
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20

oof the center-of-mass with respect to the magnetic field plotted versus the inverse of the filling
factor for a carrier concentration of n8 = 6.8 x 1010 cm-2 . The inset shows the deduced discontinuities and the derived
energy gaps versus the inverse of the filling factor.

Figure 11. Derivative

----------------------------------------------------~---------------------------------------------ble to also study this scheme of the hierarchy [28]. Figure 9 shows the derivative o of the spectral position of
the luminescence line E 1 for a carrier concentration of
n8 = 1.3 x 10 11 cm-2 , a separation zi_ = 40 nm and an
acceptor concentration of n0 = 5 x Hr' cm-2 • Some filling factors are marked in the figure. All the discontinuities observed for filling factors JI ~ 2/3 belong to the
main family of the hierarchical scheme of Jain [21, 22]
with n = l and the differences in amplitude of the observed discontinuities is consistent with his picture of the
family which also coincides with the relation between
different minima in the Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations
observed in transport in this filling factor range [9].
The strongest states seem to be JI = 2/3 and JI = 1/3
and the amplitude of the dips decreases in approaching
filling factor JI = 1/2. The dip observed between JI =
1 and JI = 2/3 belongs to a different family centered
around JI = 3/4. Discontinuities corresponding to jumps
in the chemical potential are also observed at integer
filling factors, but with the exception of JI = 1 and JI =
2 their degree of accuracy is rather poor due to the emphasis of the measurements on the FQHE. Nevertheless, the question remains how accurate cyclotron gaps
can be determined in this optical method [26] and what
parameters influence the results (disorder, etc.).
In Figure 9, the amplitude of the dips seems to

After the explanation of the FQHE at filling factor
JI = 1/3 by Laughlin [31], Haldane [14] and Halperin
[16] proposed a hierarchical scheme obtained by the
condensation of the excitations of lower lying states to
explain the observation of plateaus also at other fractional filling factors, Later on, Girvin [11] explicitly
showed that the model of Laughlin is not only applicable
to JI = liq, but also due to the quasi-electron-quasi-hole
symmetry to JI = 1-1/q. Recently, an alternative attempt to extend Laughlin's theory was proposed by Jain
[21, 22]. He describes the FQHE in terms of non-interacting quasiparticles (composite fermions), where the
quasiparticles consist of an electron with an even number
of flux quanta attached. He constructed trial wave
functions for fractions of the form
JI

=

{p / (2np + 1)}

(10)

withp a positive or negative integer. The integer number n counts different families of fractional states with
2n flux quanta attached to the electrons. Here, the
transformed fermions are in an integer quanti:zed Hall
state with p Landau levels occupied. A well-defined
Fermi surface for the composite fermions seems to exist
at JI = 1/2 [17] and, by extrapolation, for the other families at JI = 1/4, JI = 1/6, etc.
With time-resolved luminescence, it should be possi284

Time-resolved luminescence and fractional quantum Hall effect
increase linearly with magnetic field in going away from
filling factor v = 1/2. To see this more clearly, in
Figure 10, the discontinuities appe.aring in Figure 9
(depths of dips) are plotted versus the inverse of the
filling factor (open circles connected by full lines). An
astonishing linear dependence including filling factor v
= 1 is obtained. Filling factor v = 1 corresponds to the
spin splitting of the lowest Landau level andis not really
a fractional state, although it can be included into the
family with n = l by putting p = -1. The observed
discontinuities are connected to the jumps in the chemical potential oµ of the interacting electron system by

dimensional electron gas in high magnetic fields. Although the first experimental observations have been in
transport experiments, luminescence experiments can
also be used for the investigations of the electronic properties of these systems. Studies of the optical recombination between electrons and acceptor-bound holes with
the acceptors located at a large distance from the electronic layer were used to determine the excitation gaps
of the fractional quantum Hall states. An astonishing
symmetry has been observed for the hierarchy of the
fractional states.
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